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Large-capacity inkjet printer

GX7020

GX6020
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Company Confidential
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Company Confidential
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Target Customer

Small- and mid-size offices

1 20 users

with -

High-volume color printing of
various kinds
Daily printing in the
workplace

Shared use of a printer

Small Office

Major Benefit
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Major Benefit

1

2
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Cost
Reduction

Less
Downtime

Small Footprint and
Efficient Inventory
Management

Low Running Cost

Reduces Printer Downtime

Small Footprint

1 bottle
of each color

14,000sh

1 black bottle

6,000sh

Reduced
Reduced
Frequency of
Frequency of
Loading
Refilling Ink
Paper

Less Need
for Repair

Printing on Various Media

Less Energy

Refilling Ink in Multiple Printers

4

Less Waste

Less Plastic Waste

Cost Reduction
Color printing without concern about cost

Low Running Cost
For those who have chosen monochrome printing due to concerns over ink costs, high volume ink tanks significantly reduce
ink costs for color printing.

1 bottle
of each color

1 black bottle

Approx.

Approx.

14,000sh*
6,000sh*
Test chart; ISO/IEC 24712

* Yield of color chart printing from one ink bottle of each color
The page yield is based on the consumption data from the succeeding ink bottle but not the first ink bottle.
Color document page yield is the estimated value based on Canon individual test method using the ISO/IEC 24712 color chart and continuous printing simulation with the replacement
after initial setup.

Cost Reduction
Not only plain paper and preset sizes

Printing on Various Media with One Printer
Ranging from DM envelopes to long, decorative store-front posters, and POP displays to be placed on shelves, one GX series
printer can handle various printing needs of a small office.

Window envelope

Banner paper

Labels

Glossy paper

Magnetic sheet

Cost Reduction
Inkjet printers consume

Less Energy
Compared with printers using methods requiring a fuser, inkjet printers consume less energy.

For reducing office costs in
locations with constraints in power
consumption

In operation
(copying)

approx.

Standby
(sleep)

approx.

0.9

Power OFF
(soft OFF)

approx.

0.2

23

w

w

w

Less Downtime
Large-capacity ink tanks

Reduce Frequent Ink Refilling
The large-capacity ink tanks reduce the chore of ink refilling. Furthermore, remaining ink levels can be checked
at a glance to avoid unexpected ink outage.
You can always have ease of mind without worrying about sudden printer stoppages.
Ink refilling frequency

in

5 years

10

times*

2

times*

Expected
printing volume

1 month: 1,000sh
5 years: 60,000sh

You can see how much ink is left at a
glance and avoid unexpected ink outage
problems.
Depending on the
amount of ink
remaining,
you can purchase
ink in advance.

Test chart; ISO/IEC 24712

* Calculation based on nominal values of ISO Yield pattern (color pattern). Actual frequencies may vary.

Less Downtime
Large-capacity rear tray and cassette

Reduces Frequent Paper Loading

Window to check
remaining paper

The rear tray and cassette increase paper loading capacity and eliminate the need for frequent
paper refilling. This allows for continuous printing at large volume without loss of time.
Also, the remaining paper level can be checked from a window on the cassette.

GX7020
Max. capacity

600

GX6020
sh

Max. capacity

350

sh

Rear tray:

100sh

Upper cassette:

250sh

Rear tray:

100sh

Lower cassette:

250sh

Lower cassette:

250sh

Media compatible with cassettes: plain paper; A4/Letter

Less Downtime
Replaceable Maintenance Cartridge

Reduces Need for Repair
Easy replacement of Maintenance Cartridge by the user reduces the need for face repair services.

Ease of mind with less
need for repairs

Replaceable
Maintenance Cartridge

Small Footprint and Efficient Inventory Management
Fits into a limited space

Small Footprint
Multiple functions and high productivity are packed into the device profile with minimal
footprint and height.
These models can be neatly placed in a limited space, for example, on the counter of a retail
store, hospital reception, or a rack.

GX7020

314mm

GX6020

Store counter

Beside a POS terminal

254mm
Hospital reception
410mm
399mm

410mm
399mm

Small Footprint and Efficient Inventory Management
The same bottles for

Refilling Ink in Multiple Printers
GX7020 series and GX6020 series are compatible with the same bottles so there is no need to prepare different spare
bottles for each model.
In cases where multiple printers of these models are used, you can share the bottles among them, which streamlines bottle
purchasing and inventory management.

The same bottle
can be shared
among multiple printers

GX702
0

GX6020

GX7020
GX6020

Less Waste
Large-volume ink bottles for

Less Waste
Compared with cartridge-type printers, models using large-volume ink bottles generate less waste and are more environment-friendly.
Number of waste bottles
(Expected printing volume: 1,000sh per month; 12,000sh per year)

With a monthly printing volume of 1,000sh,

5

bottles in

1

year*

廃棄する

Fewer waste
ボトルの数が
bottles
少ない

* Number of waste bottles:
2 black bottles and 1 bottle for each color
Calculation based on nominal values of ISO Yield
pattern (color pattern). Actual frequencies may vary.

Test chart; ISO/IEC 24712

